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École Supérieure d'Ingénieurs de Paris-Est
(ESIPE)
 

FIELD Sciences, technologies, santé
Course suitable for

     Apprenticeship     

. How to apply :

Eligibility is judged by application and by written tests in
mathematics, English and French. Prospective students will also
be invited for an interview. Acceptance on the course is final after
an apprenticeship contract has been signed. Applications must
be submitted before 20 March 2016.

Information and application at www.ingenieurs2000.com

. Course venue :

Bâtiment Copernic 5, boulevard Descartes 77420 Champs-sur-
Marne 

. Calendar :

The alternation between study and work gradually increases over
the 3 year course : one month of study followed by one month in
the company, then 2 months/2 months and 3 months/3 months
in the first year. In the second year, it is 3 months' study/3 months
in the company twice. In the third year, it is 6 months' study then 6
months in the company, with this final period providing the
opportunity for a large-scale project resulting in the writing of the
engineering thesis.

. Contacts :
- Academic coordinator : JACQUET Benoit
- Academic secretary : MENOT Nathalie  (I1-I2-I3)
Email : Nathalie.Menot@u-pem.fr

For further details :
Information, Career guidance and Professional integration
Department
(SIO-IP) : sio@u-pem.fr / +33 1 60 95 76 76  

  

 

 

 

NATIONAL MASTER'S DEGREE
Génie Mécanique

       NATIONAL MASTER'S DEGREE I1-I2-I3     
 

       ENTRY REQUIREMENTS       

The course is open to students under the age of 26 with 2 years' higher
education (BAC+2) in line with the training programme : a University Technical
Diploma (MEP, PM, MSE), an Advanced Vocational Training Certificate (IPD,
MID, TES, IMP, DPAS), a 2-year degree (mechanics, PS, ES), or an equivalent
diploma (including ATA preparatory course). Acceptance on the course is final
after an apprenticeship contract has been signed and the CFA Ingénieurs 2000
centre will help you find a company from among its 700 partners.

       ACQUIRED SKILLS       

Mechanical engineers are trained to assist at every stage in a product's life
cycle in fields connected with production, mechanical design and materials.
They are therefore capable of drawing up specifications and then choosing,
designing, producing and deploying a solution in a digital environment,
namely a technological architecture, a material/process combination, a
component and its dimensions, geometric specifications linked to functions,
etc. They are competent in using mathematical tools and mechanics-related
knowledge, enabling them to adapt to any context. They also have cross-
functional skills in project and team management.

       YOUR FUTURE CAREER      

Graduates mainly work in the automobile, aviation and space, energy and
defence and armaments sectors as well as in general mechanics and
manufacturing equipment. They are design, calculation, R&D, materials,
methods, production and quality engineers, etc. Over 94% of the 2013
graduates had a job 6 months after graduating and the average gross annual
starting salary for 2013 graduates was €33,500.

       BENEFITS OF THE PROGRAM      

This general mechanics course has two options enabling students to hone

their knowledge and develop specific skills in “Design and Production of

Mechanical Systems“ or in "Materials Science and Engineering". Teaching is
tailored to the work/study course (teaching by project, flipped classroom,
work/study exercises, etc.) used for our engineering pathway and enables

you to acquire sound theoretical and technical skills in mechanical design,

production and materials as well as in subjects related to mechanics. The

course also provides you with cross-functional skills ultimately preparing

you for positions where your global perspective will be an asset.
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STUDY PROGRAM

SEMESTER 1

UE1.1.1 Introduction to design and the eco-design approach   
Design process and projects -    Principle of choice of materials - 
UE1.1.2 Pre-sizing (level I)    Mathematical tools for mechanics -   
Static: equilibrium of solid systems -    Mechanics of deformable solids -
thermoelasticity -    Practical: measuring deformations, stiffness and
flexibility - Project - 
UE1.1.3 Modelling and Control of Systems    Automatics and projects
- 
UE1.1.4 Communication in a professional situation - basic level   
Interpersonal and professional communication I -    Work-study exercise
(linked to the professional sequence) -    Voltaire Project I -    Tutoring
(linked to the professional sequence) - 
UE1.1.5 English I    English I - English Comprehension -    English I -
English Expression - 
UE1.1.6 Professional integration (professional sequence) 
UE1.1.7 Becoming a professional: discovering the company    The
company, its players, and its functions -    Corporate economics: cost
structures, for example -    ESIPE integration project -    Professional
discovery missions (professional sequence) - 
UE1.1.8 Portfolio S1 

SEMESTER 2

UE1.2.1 Pre-sizing (level II)    Mathematical tools for mechanics -   
Finite element and elastic strength criteria and pre-sizing project -    Sizing
heat exchangers - 
UE1.2.2 Communication in a professional context (basic level)   
English II - English Comprehension -    English II - English Expression -   
Interpersonal and professional communication II -    Voltaire Project II -   
Work-study exercise (linked to the professional sequence) -    Tutoring
(linked to the professional sequence) - 
UE1.2.3 Becoming a professional - elementary level 
UE1.2.4 Portfolio S2 
UE1.2.5 Option 1 CPM (Manufacturing and Design) or SGM
(Materials Science and Engineering)    Statistics & applied statistics
project - 
two or three extra-credit modules out of five    SGM: Introduction to
the world of processes -    SGM: Properties and Microstructure - Linear -   
SGM: Characterization project -    CPM: Analysis of production constraints I
-    CPM: Geometric inspection of parts - 
UE1.2.6 Option 2 CPM or SGM (project) 
One or two of three extra-credit modules    SGM: Validation project
(steel, aluminium, polymer) -    CPM: Power transmission project -    CPM:
Design project - 

SEMESTER 3

UE2.1.1 Advanced level pre-sizing    Solid dynamics -    Mechanics of
deformable solids - beams -    Vibrations -    Practical work in pre-sizing - 
UE2.1.2 Energy approach to mechanical systems    Thermodynamics
-    Applied thermodynamics -    Fluid mechanics and hydraulic systems -   
Practical work - 
UE2.1.3 Communicating in the international context    English III -
English Comprehension -    English III - English Expression - 
EU2.1.4 Communicating in a professional situation    Tutors -   
Work/study exercises -    Interpersonal and professional communication III
-    Recruiting a team member - 
UE2.1.5 Becoming a professional advanced level I    Corporate
economics: profitability in business -    Project management in companies
(professional sequence) - 
UE2.1.6 Becoming a professional advanced level II    Workload and
planning -    Planning and conduct of professional missions (professional
sequence) - 
UE2.1.7 Portfolio S3    Portfolio semester 3 - 

SEMESTER 4

UE2.2.1 Knowing how to act in project mode    Initialisation, planning
and steering - 
One or two of three extra-credit modules    SGM: Project (composites)
-    CPM: Analysis of production constraints II -    CPM: Design project - 
UE2.2.2 Piloting a multi-technology system    Sensors and
measurements -    Automatics and projects - 
UE2.2.3 Industrialization    Choose a material and make an eco-audit -   
Initiation to the forge -    Statistical management of processes - 
UE2.2.4 Communicating in an international context 4 - B2
certification    English IV - English comprehension- B2 certification - 
UE2.2.5 Communicating in a professional environment    English IV -
English Expression -    Interpersonal and professional communication IV -   
Tutors -    Work/study exercises - 
UE2.2.6 Becoming a professional advanced level III    Legal and
contractual management -    Company project management - 
UE2.2.7 Becoming a Professional Advanced Level IV - Planning
and Conduct of Professional Engagements 
UE2.2.8 Portfolio S4    Portfolio semester 4 - 

SEMESTER 5

UE3.1.1 Tools for Understanding and Adaptation    Finite Element
mathematical formulation -    Reliability - 
UE3.1.2 Engineering Sciences    Applied mechanics -    Industrial
management - 
UE3.1.3 Final project (design and production)    Integrated design
project -    Piloting a flexible machining cell - quality and production
traceability (CERTA) - 
UE3.1.4 Portfolio S5 
UE3.1.5 Communication and Management 5    Interpersonal and
professional communication V -    Business approach to projects -   
Sustainable development -    Project execution and the unforeseen -   
Corporate strategy and globalization - 

SEMESTER 6

UE3.2.1 Opening up to the world    UE Cross-curricular studies - 
UE3.2.2 Becoming professional by managing a work-study
programme    Tutors -    Work/study exercises - 
UE3.2.3 Becoming a professional at graduate level 
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